COMPANY:

Morgan Lovell
LOCATION:
Canary Wharf, London
OVERVIEW:
Site rooms: offices, meeting
rooms and welfare facilities
SOLUTION:
Hoardfast uPVC (41m x 2.25m)
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Office design and fit out experts Morgan
Lovell required temporary internal hoarding
for a project at 20 Canada Square, Canary
Wharf, London. The hoarding was to form site
offices, meeting rooms and welfare facilities
such as on-site changing rooms for employees.
Knowing they could rely on Westgate’s
efficient customer service and needing a
quality, yet quick and easy install option, they
chose Hoardfast uPVC.
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Hoardfast uPVC is a temporary quick to install,
modular, internal screening system used during fit out
and construction projects to contain dust and noise,
and/or form internal site offices and welfare facilities.
Supplied ready to install, this hoarding system saves fit
out contractors valuable set-up time on site.
Hoardfast can be used free-standing with a range of
support systems, or floor-to-ceiling. All standard stock
is dispatched using a next day delivery service and
both hire and purchase options are available. Optional
extras include; doors, vision panels and graphics.
Morgan Lovell installed a total of 41 linear metres of
2.25m high Hoardfast uPVC with equal foot supports,
and 3 single doors.
As the hoarding was required for temporary use,
Morgan Lovell chose to hire the hoarding, meaning
there were no concerns about disposal and wastage
as Westgate will collect all items on completion of
the project. When the hoarding panels are returned
to Westgate, they are cleaned and graded for future
use. If any panels are deemed unfit for use and at the
end of their usable life, Westgate send them on to be
recycled. Funds created from recycling the panels are
donated to charity.
Westgate are committed to helping our customers
meet their wastage and sustainability targets, and by
using Hoardfast internal hoarding for your fit out and
construction site offices, accommodation and welfare
facilities, you are also helping Westgate to support the
Marine Conservation Society who are the UK’s only
dedicated marine charity working to ensure our seas
are healthy.

Visit our website to learn more
about Hoardfast internal site rooms
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